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Report Highlights:
This erratum corrects SECTION V of the Israel FAIRS Export Certificate Report 2017 by striking the word importer and replacing it with manufacturer, as clarified below. In the case of certificates submitted by exporters that are not manufacturing the exported product, notarization is required. The corrected text of SECTION V should read as follows:

**SECTION V: Other Certification Requirements to Ensure Market Entry**

**United States – Israel FTA Certificate of Origin**
Under the terms of the Israel – US Free Trade Agreement firms wishing to gain preferential access to the Israeli market are required to submit a *Certificate of Origin for Exporting to Israel* to Israeli Customs. Only the original form may be submitted; photocopies will not be accepted. If the certificate is being submitted by an exporter that is also not the importer that is not the manufacturer, it must be notarized and stamped by a US – Israel Chamber of Commerce. Certificates are issued by US – Israel Chambers.